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Abstract approved:

With increasing frequency man is required to operate as a

controller of complex processes. Although his ability to operate

quickly varying processes has been extensively studied, his ability

to control slowly varying processes has been largely neglected.

Often his performance in such tasks is dependent upon his ability

to forecast future states of process inputs. Thus the primary goal

of this study is to investigate mants ability to forecast future values

of numerical time series from historical data and to determine how

his performance varies with the display modes.

The non-stationary time-series model is applied to produce

three sets of discrete data corrupted with a high level of white

noise. A set of ten data points is presented to each subject in

either a table display, point graph or combination of table and point



graph display mode. Six subjects from each of two backgrounds,

statistics and non-statistics, are tested. The subjects' tasks

are to forecast the process values for the next period and five

periods hence.

The human model which is assumed is proved valid by the

experimental data. Results indicate that the combination of table

and point graph display is superior to table display or point graph

display alone on both the short-range and the long-range forecasting

tasks. People with a statistics background also perform better on

the forecasting tasks. Investigations of the relative merits of the

point graph, line graph, combination of table and point graph, and

combination of table and line graph are recommended for future

research efforts.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF INFORMATION
DISPLAYS ON HUMAN FORECASTING PERFORMANCE

. INTRODUCTION

An essential element of the continuing technological revolution

is the proliferation of tasks in which man is required to act as a

controller or regulator. These tasks encompass guiding oil

tankers, monitoring atomic power plants, guiding the economic

state of large corporations as well as controlling inventories and

other more mundane tasks.

In many, if not all of these control tasks the operator must

of necessity prepare forecasts of future process states, such as

future demand for a product. In many cases' the operator must

base these forecasts on the process history. In spite of the obvious

importance of these tasks, neither one's ability nor the methods he

uses in preparing these forecasts is well understood.

Essentially, the use of quantitative decision procedures in

business, government, and industry has been growing as part of

efforts to provide a more rational basis for allocating resources.

However, often the measurements that would be required to obtain

objective estimates of future conditions for inputs to those pro-

cedures are either impossible to make or are too costly in time or

money. Sheridan and Ferrell (ZZ) state that subjective forecasts

are then necessary.
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Sheridan and Ferrell (22) also offer the following description

of one such task in particular:

if... weather forecasts are arrived at by methods that
are in part objective, i.e., standardized and based on
measurements, and in part subjective. The subjective
part of the process is necessary because of both insuf-
ficient data and inadequate models. The measurements
required for the objective calculations may not be
available and there may be incomplete understanding
of how the physical- variables that can be measured
interact to produce the kind of weather in question. ft

Objective s

For many human tasks, Rouse (18) has suggested the human

uses some mental model of the system and its inputs to make judge-

ments about the consistency of the observed events with this internal

model. It seems to indicate that many businessmen rely on the art

of the educated guess rather than on statistical analysis of data.

However, Dalrymple and Parsons (4) have implied executives and

salespeople use implicit models in making their ilsubjectiven

judgement. So the primary goal of this study is to investigate maws

ability to forecast future values of numerical time series from

historical data and to determine how his performance varies with

the display modes (table, point graph, or a combination of table and

point graph). A table is a vertical figure which shows only the values

of the data in order in which they occurred as illustrated in figure

1. A point graph is a graph on which each value of data is plotted



with a point against time as shown in figure. 2. If the points on the

point graph are joined with a line, it is then called ',line graph?' as

shown in figure 3. A combination of table and point graph is a

joint between table placed at the right-hand side of a paper and

point graph placed at the left-hand side of the paper as shown in

figure 4. A secondary objective is to investigate the effect of the

forecasters statistical background on forecasting performance.

Importance

The quality of human decision making is a function of quality

involving one's forecasting ability. For example, demand analysis

engages in the estimation_ of size and location of markets. Accurate

forecasts of the goods and services firms expect to sell in the future

are vital to almost all phases of business planning. For example

Dalrymple and Parsons (4) have indicated marketing executives

must have sale forecasts to set quotas, guide product development,

plan promotion, and allocate personnel.

A forecast is an estimate of future activity. It can be a

prediction of new product acceptance, change in demand, or other

conditions that directly influence production planning. Also Riggs

(18) has identified the need for forecast as a coordination link in

production planning.
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Many prediction tasks performed by a human require viewing

some form of displayed data. Thus this research is to determine

whether tabulated data, graphically displayed data or a combination

of both give the most accurate results in human forecasting. The

primary purpose of the research is to aid the system designer in

inventing the most compatible display. The other goal, to investi-

gate the effects of forecaster background (statistics or nonstatistics)

is of secondary importance because Rousers study (17) indicated

there was no statistically significant difference between the perfor-

mance of students familiar with the theory of system dynamics and

more naive subjects. By contrast, Peterson and Beach (14) indicated

that subjects in an inference task make assumptions different from

those of "statistical" man. An objective of this research is to make

clear the effect of the forecaster's statistical background on his

forecasting performance.

An understanding of how humans perform forecasting tasks

would prove helpful in training new operators. Training programs

could be devised to accelerate the learning process if a better

understanding of how the operator performs the control task is

achieved. This may also prove helpful in improving the performance

of experienced operators.
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II. BACKGROUND

Shinners (24) has implied that the human model is a very

important factor in the man-machine systems and it has been

studied in great depth by engineers, scientists, psychologists and

physicians. For example, C. R. Peterson and L. R. Beach (14)

performed experiments whose results indicate that probability

theory and statistics can be used as the basis for psychological

models that integrate and account for human performance in a wide

range of inferential tasks. A human's problems with his uncertain

environment are similar to those faced by social enterprises such

as science, industry, and agriculture. Satisfactory decisions

require sound inferences about prevailing and future states of the

environments in which these enterprises operate. Because of the

parallels between many of the inference tasks faced by people and

by social enterprises, a number of investigators have used formal

statistical theory as a point of reference for the study of human

inference. For many uncertain situations, statistical theory

provides models for making optimal inferences. The psychological

research consists of examining the relation between inferences

made by man' and corresponding optimal inferences as would be

1 A human is considered an intuitive statistician who seeks to behave
optimally.
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made by n 2statistical mann. A person must come to terms with his

uncertain environments; be is not aware of all present conditions

and he does not always know what will occur in the future. The

characteristic of probability theory which provides optimal models

for making inferences under conditions of uncertainty is the basis

of the concept of "statistical manna set of procedures for making

optimal statistical inferences. Peterson and Beach (14) have shown

that subjects in an inference task make assumptions different from

those of statistical man.

A person's ability as an intuitive statistician has been investi-

gated by Peterson and Beach (14) and Rouse and Enstron (19). How-

ever, these studies only investigated human ability to estimate such

simple factors as the process mean and standard deviation. They

generally did not involve either ability to forecast multiple periods

into the future value or the values of complex processes.

In another study, Rouse (19) did investigate human ability to

make one-period forecasts, and in so doing showed that a human

was not an optimal forecaster. Although Rousets study did illustrate

how human behavior deviated from that of an optimal controller,

his experiment involved only limited types of processes and only

single-period forecasts. It is often necessary for man to make

2 Statistical man uses ?the normative model (the statistical logic
and appropriated to the task)+, approach to perform the task.
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multiple-period forecasts in order to satisfactorily control a

process.

Sheridan and Ferrell (21) provided the example of subjective

predicting as follows:

"From investigations on subjects predicting the
color of the next bead, randomly drawn from a popula-
tion of equal numbers of two colors of beads, they in-
dicated that people readily adopt hypotheses about the
nature and source of probable data; and these hypotheses,
rather than data, govern their behavior. One of the most
persistent tendencies is to attribute unwarranted sequen-
tial dependency and pattern to sequences of events. The
'gamble's fallacy, betting more heavily on tails follow-
ing a run of heads, is an example. "

An understanding of both human ability to forecast and the

method he uses to perform this task is important for a number of

reasons. First, when considering man as a potential controller,

the system designer must understand the limits of his ability. If

he does not have this information available, then the designer may

inadvertently design a system which requires greater levels of

performance from the operator than he is capable of providing.

This would certainly result in less than optimal system performance.

The system designer must also have some understanding of

how a person performs the. forecasting task in order to properly

design his information displays. The designer must know what

information should be provided, how much information can be
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handled and in what form to display it if he is to design his display

device.

From a behavioral viewpoint, the fundamental forecasting task

requires the consideration of a restricted set of information cues.

Adam and Ebert (1) have indicated that both the form and type

information is repetitious. The human forecasting process can

become routine when performed over many iterations. Hackman

and Lawler (5) have identified that a major challenge for job design

is to find ways of facilitating the performance of such a routine

repetitive task. Scott (23). suggested that one way of doing this is

by raising the individual's activation level. He further shows that

task meaningfulness is a determinant of the individual's activation

level. Meaningfulness is a technique used by the behavioral

sciences to enhance human performance. An example of using task

meaningfulness is making the forecaster aware that his forecasting

accuracy is important, that his forecasts will facilitate or retard

subsequent decisions that are made in the information-decision

system. Although the results of Adam and Ebert (1) showed that

meaningfulness is not statistically significant at the 10% level,

they further indicated that two possibilities exist for explaining their

result. First, the experimental procedure may not have successfully

communicated the proposed meaningfulness treatment. Second, if

the meaningfulness treatment was successfully implemented, the
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impact of this variable was not a significant effecter of performance

in the forecasting task of their research. However, they further

implied that their experimental data and procedure are inadequate

for resolving this question.
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III. THE RESEARCH APPROACH

Time-Series Forecasting Model

Typology of Forecasting Methods

Nelson (13) states that generally there are five forecasting

methods as follows:

Subjective forecasting. It is unique to the individual
forecaster, not any mathematical forecasting function. If
his performance is primarily concerned with the reliability
which may be assessed from a record of forecasts accumu-
lated over time, then the most illuminating approach may
be to regard the forecaster as a "black box. It Subjective
(or judgemental or intuitive or implicit) methods are the
not-well specified processes which are carried out ;tin
the head!, of the forecaster. They are widely used in
forecasting by managers, psychiatrists, medical doctors,
sociologists, political scientists, etc. (2).

Structural and Econometric Models. Structural model- -
a set of mathematical functions which purports to represent
causal relationships descriptive of the organization's environ-
ment. This is called "causal method'? (2). Structural
models have transformed rather than solved the forecasting
problem since some circumstances of exogeneous variables
are known at the time a forecast is prepared.

Deterministic Models. One of the extrapolation fore-
casts treats the variable of interest as a deterministic
function of time. It also requires the actual historical
observations in which a disturbance term must be introduced
to account for discrepancies.

Ad-Hoc Forecasting Formulas. This technique also
depends only on past history. An example is the nexpon-
ential smoothing" model. Its most obvious weakness is
the lack of a general methodology of selection among alternative
schemes; hence, this characterizes it as ad hoc.
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Time Series Analysis. The distinguishing feature of
time-series analysis is that the sequence of observations on
a given variable is viewed as a realization of jointly dis-
tributed random variables. When the sequence of observa-
tions evolves through time according to a probability law,
it is referred to as a stochastic process. Thus, time
series forecasts assume that significant relationships exist
between time and other variables and these can be used to
make accurate predictions about coming events. It is widely
accepted by businessmen; over half of the manufacturers
and service companies in the Conference Board Survey
placed heavy or moderate reliance on this method.

Consider the random walk, a sample of a stochastic
process in which each successive change in the variable
is drawn independently from a probability distribution with
mean zero. The variable Z (t) then evolves according to

Z(t) - Z (t-1) = U(t)

or Z(t) = Z(t-1) + U(t)

where U(t) is a random variable with mean zero and is
drawn independently every period, thus making each
successive step taken by Z random. For example, U(t)
might be generated by the flips of a fair coin, and so

U(t) =

{+1 with probability 0. 5

-1 with probability 0. 5

Furthermore E(Z (t) Z(t-2), Z(t-1)) = Z(t-1) and
its variance is 012 which denotes the variance of any of the
U(t), in this case the variance of U(t). This takes the
form of knowledge about the probability distribution from
which Z(t) will be drawn, allowing us to make a probability
statement concerning its realization.
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Concept of Time-Series

The cornerstone of time series analysis is the concept of the

sequence of observations making up a time series as a realization

of jointly distributed random variables. Nelson (13) offers the

description of two concepts that deal with time series as follows.

(1) Concept of Stationarity. Stationarity has a number
of general implications for the behavior of a time series.
The condition that E(Z(t)) does not depend on t but rather on
a constant serves to locate the time series in space in the
neighborhood of that mean value. The series will take trips
away from the mean, but it will return repeatedly during
its history. Another important implication of stationarity
is autocorrelation which will not be considered in detail in
this research study.

(2) Non-stationary Time Series. It is important to note
that many time series of interest for operational forecasting
are quite obviously non-stationary. For example, stock
prices appear to wander freely in either direction. The
differences, that is, successive changes, in many non-
stationary series are stationary. For example, the random-
walk model accounts very well for stock-price behavior and
the differences (Z(t) - Z(t-1)) are certainly stationary since
the (Z(t) - Z(t-1)) = U(t)) are just the independently distributed
random steps generated identically through time according
to

U(t) = 4

+ 1 with probability 0.5

- 1 with probability 0.5
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Figure 5 and 6 are shown to imply stationary and non-stationary

samples. These two figures are adapted from Nelson (13), pp.

23-24.

In addition, two general classes to describe non-stationary

situations with stationary statistical models can be obtained from

Peterson and Beach (14).

(1) Deletion models. Its essence is the analysis of
data in small blocks, small enough so that the assumption
of stationary during the block is not too unreasonable, and
the deletion of all other data. Another version is to take
running averages, a process that slides the blocks through
trials by deleting the oldest trial as it adds new each new
trial. A variation of the running average attributes more
weight to recent data than to older data.

(2) Detection models. Its idea is to compare incoming
data with current estimates of the population parameter,
until the new data become so divergent that the no-change
hypothesis must be rejected in favor of the hypothesis that
there has been a change. While these are hypotheses about
change, they themselves do not change, thereby permitting
the use of conventional statistical models that assume a
stationary situation. Thus, detection models yield a
hierarchy of inferences; inferences about the population
are controlled by inferences about whether or not a change
has occurred.

Since conventional statistical models generally assume
stationary population parameters, their application to non-
stationary situations depends to a considerable degree upon
the ingenuity of the user. Peterson and Beach (14) present
sequences of two rapidly flashing lights: the proportion of
trials on which each light flashed changed with discrete
steps at various points in the sequence. The task was to
track the sample proportion by continuously adjusting a
pointer on a proportion scale. The result is that the
behavior could be described better by a detection than by a
deletion model. This is the reason why non-stationary time
series model is used in this experimental research.
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Figure 5. Stationary Sample.

Figure 6. Non-stationary Sample.
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Non-stationary Time-Series Model

Stationarity is a very strong condition to impose on a time

series and is presumably never literally true of series encountered

in practice; rather it should be viewed as a useful working assump-

tion. In the real world, data associated with timefor example,

sales with years--are both a realization of jointly distributed ran-

dom variables and stochastic process. Examples would include

most price series, most output series such as GNP 3 or the sales

of a firm, and expenditure series such as consumer expenditures

on durable goods, capital expenditures by firms or government

expenditures. The kind of_non-stationarity displayed by such

series may be characterized as being homogeneous. Thus, homo-

geneous non-stationarity is displayed by series whose successive

changes or differences are stationary (13, p. 56). Nelson (13)

indicates that ARIMA4 (p, d, q) process is proved to display homo-

geneous behavior. Besides this, most data in the real world are

non-stationary. He further recommends that it only identify the

lowest level of difference for which a stationary model is apparent.

3 Gross National Product: the total market value of all the goods
and services produced by a nation during a specified period.

4 Integrated Autoregressive-Moving-Average Process: p = order of
autoregression, d = dth difference, q = order of moving average.



So the ARIMA model, order 1,1 and first difference is applied to

generate the experimental data.

Consider the difference-equation form of the ARIMA (1,1,1)

process

Zt (1 + 9)1) Zt-1 t-2 + Ut - el Ut-1

Where 01
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some fraction of the first-order autoregressive

process, that is 101 I < 1

el some fraction of the first-order-moving-

average process, that is, I el I < 1

This equation is used to produce three artificial realizations

of Z on a computer by successive drawings of normal disturbances

with mean 0 [E(U) = and standard deviation 100 [ 61u= 100] from

a pseudo random-number generator, using the first two assumed

values of Z which are different by each set of data as starting points

for recursive computation of the Z's values (see Appendix I and II).

Display and Number of Discrete Data

Since Rouse's study (18) implied that the effect of the number

of points on display was not significant and subjects took no more

than + 10 points into account when smoothing a given point and it is

untenable to assume anyone used only three points to make a

decision, only ten points of each data set are presented and
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displayed in a) table, b) point graph, and c) their combination.

The type of curve chosen can affect human performance too, but this

is the subject of Rouse and Enstromis investigation (19) which is

not considered in this research.

Humans often deal with data in the form of discrete time

series. There are several reasons why data are often measured at

discrete points in time rather than continuously. The time between

measurements may be governed by the sampling rate of the

measuring device, the cost of measurements or the existence of

some natural sampling periods. A computeris cycle time is finite

and thus it cannot sample continuously. The cost of a national

census prohibits frequent measurements. Stock market equations

are referred to once per day by the non-professional investor

because that is the natural period of his sampling news. Rouse (18)

implies if the information is not inherently discrete, it necessarily

becomes so when a display is generated by a digital computer.

Qualities of Forecast

It is desirable to monitor the behavior of the forecast using

data. Love (10) indicates that two qualities of forecasts of concern
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are accuracy5 and precision6
. Accuracy, which will be discussed

in the elements section, later, is selected to be a criterion in this

study; other criteria are not investigated since Armstrong and

Michael (2) indicated that there exists no significant difference in

criteria used. Rouse (17) indicated that some additional human con-

straint comes into play when a decision maker makes predictions.

In such a prediction task the constraints upon the human are mainly

cognitive. Any suboptimality is due to mental limitation.

Cognitive Sources of Suboptimality
in a Prediction Task

In his study Rouse (17) indicated that cognitive sources of

suboptimality include:

1) those due to human mental limitations which become

significant because of the task requirements as specified by a)

system dynamics, b) system input, c) a specified performance

criterion, and d) optimal strategy (indicated by a, b, c) and

2) those subjective tradeoffs inherent with a particular

individual such as tradeoffs between possible rewards and a)

interest in the task, b) effort involved, and c) time required.

5 Accuracy: An accurate forecast is one for which the average of
the forecast errors is close to zero. Thus an accurate forecast
exhibits a lack of bias.

6 Precision: A precise forecast is one for which the variation in
forecast errors is small.
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Human Model

It will be assumed that the human makes forecasts (single

and multiple period) using

Z(t+nl h) = D(h) M(p) + T(p) . . (1)

where h = historical data: Z1, Z2, ---Zt

t = time t

n = no. of ahead forecast

D = Display of historical data

p = people

M = Mental limitation of people

T = Tradeoff inherent with people

Z = forecasted value

This study will determine only the effect of display since

Rouse (17) investigated the mental and tradeoff constraints. The

equation (1) can be shown by network.

RPM Approach

An RPM network is used to summarize this research. In an

RPM network Riggs and Inoue (15) indicate that "circle" represents

source, noun; "square" represents process, verb.
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Figure 7 explains that a set of input data which is displayed

in, for example, utablett form is presented to a human. He or

she may/will analyze the data by his/her subjective tradeoff and

mental limitations, then predict the future value of that data set.

Later he/she is given the actual value of short period only (this

process is called lifeedbackli which is represented by dotted line).

Finally his forecasting performance will be evaluated by an accuracy

criterion.

Elements

Independent Variables

They are as follows:

1) Three sets of data which are generated by a Fortran

package on the computer OS-3 at Oregon State University,

Corvallis.

2) Three types of status display of the above generated data

are table, point graph, and the combination of table and

point graph.

3) Two backgrounds of subjects are non-statistics and

statistics which are used as ublockii.

Six different subjects from each background mentioned

above.



Displayed Input Data Background
(Table, Point Graph, (Statistics,
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Future Investigated
Predict Value

Sri

Mental
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Figure 7. RPM network Representation.
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Dependent Variables

Rouse (17) indicates when designing any system that will employ

a human operator or decision maker (DM), it is necessary to be able

to show how well the human can perform the task in question. To

judge the quality of DMIs performance for this experiment, fore-

casting accuracy is measured as criterion.

It is the absolute percentage error (or deviation) which is

calculated for each forecast by taking the absolute difference value

between the forecast and actual values and dividing this by the

actual value.

APD =
jF-

A
Al x 100%

APD = Absolute Percentage Deviation

F = Forecast value

A = Actual value

F-Al = Absolute errors of the forecast value
deviated from the actual value.

Finally, Mean Absolute Percentage Deviation (MAPD) will be

employed as I/criterion/7 for one ahead period and five ahead period

forecasting tasks.

MAPD =

n
E (APD).

i=1
n

n = number of intervals; 10 intervals
for this study.
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Unwanted Source of Variation

It is the operator's forecasting experience on time-series.

This source is controlled by asking the operator whether or not he/

she has the forecasting experience on time-series before running

the experiment. If he/she does not have forecasting experience,

he/she will be allowed to do the experiment (See Figure 8).

Hypotheses

From analyzing the two objectives of this study and before

experimentations are run, the hypotheses can be set as follows:

I. Displays do not affect the short-range forecasting.

2. Effects of displays on making the long-range forecasting

are not significant.

3. No effects of statistics and non-statistics backgrounds

can be applied to the short-range forecasting.

4. Backgrounds are not significant differences on the long-

range forecasting.

Experimentation

Subjects

The subjects, twelve as required, were all unpaid volunteer



Sleep loss or medication
taken which might impair
their performance
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Yes Not allowed to do
this experiment

No

Forecasting Yes Not allowed to do
Experience this experiment

No

Table Point Graph
Combination of

Table & Point Graph
Nonstat. Stat. Nonstat. Stat. Nonstat. Stat.

Al Ml A4 M4 A7 M7
B7 N7 B1 N1 B4 N4

Set C4 04 C7 07 Cl 01
1 Dl P1 D4 P4 D7 P7

E7 Q7 El Ql E4 Q4
F4 R4 F7 R7 Fl R1

A8 M8 A2 M2 A5 M5
B5 N5 B8 N8 BZ N2

Set C2 02 C5 05 C8 Q8
2 D8 P8 D2 P2 D5 P5

E5 Q5 E8 Q8 E2 Q2
F2 R2 F5 R5 F8 R8

A6 M6 A9 M9 A3 M3
B3 N3 B6 N6 B9 N9

Set C9 09 C3 03 C6 06
3 D6 P6 D9 P9 D3 P3

E3 Q3 E6 Q6 E9 Q9
F9 R9 F3 R3 F6 R6

Figure 8 Experimental Run.
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OSU (Oregon State University) students. Each subject was informed

of the experiment both when asked to volunteer and again when asked

to sign the informed consent form to segment him (or her) as the

one who has or has not statistics background.

The six non-statistics background subjects were one freshman

in computer science, one freshman in general engineering, one

freshman in business, two juniors in liberal arts and one graduate

student in electrical engineering. None of these subjects had taken

statistics courses previously. Symbols A, B, C, D, E, F, were

employed to represent this subject group (See also Figure 8).

The six statistics background subjects were one graduate

student in pharmacy (took statistical methods), one senion in science

(took statistical methods), one industrial engineering senior (took

math models II), one senior in civil engineering (took math. models

II), one senior in mechanical engineering (took math. models II), one

graduate student in civil engineering (took introduction to math.

statistics). Symbols M, N, 0, P, Q, R, were employed to represent

this subject group (See also Figure 8).

In addition, the above twelve subjects did not have previous

forecasting experience. Thus, they can be considered as the rep-

resentatives of population because of the above-mentioned state-

ments.
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The Subject Tasks

Regardless of the results of Adam and Ebert (1), the task

meaningfulness is introduced in this experimental research. The

task meaningfulness is that each subject is requested to make fore-

casts for the future period, forecasting only the next period and five

periods into the future. A period may be a day, a month or a year.

The forecaster is given the actual value for the next period after he

has recorded his forecast for those two periods. He then records

the actual value of the next period. The process is then repeated for

the next period and five periods hence.

Each subject was seated at a desk. A set of ten initial values,

Z1, Z
2

Z
10 of nine data sheets was displayed. The subjects then

subjectively forecast the values of Zti4 and Zt+5. These forecasts

were entered via each data sheet (See example in Appendix IV).

An example of the forecasting task is as follows: suppose a

subject is displayed by graphical mode, ten initial data points. He

then is asked to forecast the eleventh and fifteenth values of the

series and enter these forecasted values into the data sheet. After

doing this, he will be given only the corrected value of the eleventh

point. Then he is asked to predict the twelfth and sixteenth point

values and enter these values via data sheet; again the corrected

value of the twelfth point is shown. Later, he is asked to forecast

the thirteenth point value and the seventeenth point value, and write

down these values on data sheet; then the actual value of the thirteenth
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point is appeared. The experiment continues until he completes

ten intervals of forecasting.

When a data set is displayed by table and the combination of

table and point graph, the procedures are the same as discussed above.

The task is self-paced except that subjects are not allowed

to take more than twenty minutes for each of the nine trials, although

they have plenty of time to think through decisions before making

them. They were not permitted to draw a line between the points

on the point graph display, because this study is to eliminate the

effect of interpolation which is a significant cause of variation in the

forecasting tasks according to Rouse and Enstrom (19). The process

of estimation takes some finite time so that although the anticipated

value is associated with the future, it appears at some delay time.

Lawrence (9) indicates the human operator may attempt to increase

the certainty of his future through reference to his long-term

experience under a similar situation.

The force-pace task is one which a person has to respond to

signals presented at a rate which he cannot control. Force-pacing

is inefficient for the desired high response rate such as accuracy

which is one of the purposes for this study. Sheridan and Ferrell.

(22) imply that forced-pacing is objectionable in regular work for

other reasons, too, such as the worker's feeling of being controlled

by the machine.
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Experimental Procedure

Counterbalance approach is employed to receive the unbiased

data for this experiment by using the following two simple figures- -

Figure 9, and Figure 10. Figure 9 is called "Cyclid Arrangement.

Figure 10--Diagonal Approach--is the model used in counterbalance

(trials are arranged by Diagonal and Cyclic approach).

The experimental procedure was run and managed as shown in

Figure 8. Symbols A, B, C, D, E, F represent non-statistical back-

ground persons. Symbols M, N, 0, P, Q, R represent statistical

background persons. Arabic numerals which follow the above two

symbol groups are the trial numbers. For example: Al means

that first trial subject A is presented the first set of data displayed

by table; A2, second trial subject A is presented the second set of

data displayed by point grpah; A3, third trial subject A is presented

the third set of data displayed by combination; A4, fourth trial subject

A is presented the first set of data displayed by point graph; A5

fifth trial subject A is presented the second set of data displayed by

combination; A6, sixth trial subject A is presented the third set of

data displayed by table.

The other symbols and numbers can be described in the same

way mentioned above.

Each subject follows the different trial because human beings

do not stand still, and the person this study ends up with is by no

means the same person with whom this experiment begins. He has
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Point
Gra h

Table Combination

Figure 4. Cyclic Arrangement.

Set 'splay Table Point Graph Combination
1 Trial 1 Trial 4 Trial 7

2 Trial 8 Trial 2 Trial 5

3 Trial 6 Trial 9 Trial 3

Figure 10. Diagonal Approach.
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changed because, among other things, he has learned something in

the meantime. He may also have become fatigued, bored, or even

more interested in this experiment as it progressed.

The above statement means that this procedure is counter-

balanced to obtain unbiased data. Also it can be summarized that

this experiment is the split-plot experimental design with two levels

of background, three levels of display and three levels of data set

since the display-data set treatment combinations are randomly

assigned within each background block adapted from Kirk 6, p. 300).

Since there are six levels of subjects in each background block, this

experiment has 108 (=6x2x3x3) trials for each period forecast (short-

range and long-range).

According to Kirk (6), this exerpimental design can be put into

the symbol SPF-p-qr Design.

where SPF = Split-Plot Factorial Design

P two levels of background (non-statistics
and statistics), each has n(=6) levels of
subjects. N=overall subjects=np=12
subjects.

q = three levels of display (table, point graph
and combination).

r = three levels of data set (set 1, 2, 3).

So the experimental results will be analyzed using a SPF-2-3. 3

Design.
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IV. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

In case of SPF -2 -3. 3 Design, there are four error terms to

be used in calculating F-values of the conditions as follows:

1. Subject within groups (subj. w. groups) This term will

take into account calculating F-values of ba.ckground block.

2. Display*Subj. w. groups This term will take into account

calculation of F-values of display and background*display.

3. Set*Subj. w. groups This term will take into account

calculating F-values of set, and background*set.

4. Display*Set*Subj. w. groups This term is employed to

calculate F-values of display*set, and background*display*set.

Data 1-5 are the data of the short-range forecasting task

which are expressed in Mean Absolute Percentage Deviation (MAPD).

Data 1 is used to establish Table 1--Summarized Data (for average

of MAPD of the short-range forecasting task)--for the purpose of

drawing a histogram graph of display and background conditions.

Data 2-5 are employed to set up Table 2--Analysis of Variance (for

MAPD of the short-range forecasting task)--to investigate which

condition is statistically significant at the 2. 5% and 10% level (See

Appendix V).

*= interaction of two or more conditions.
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Data 6-10 are the data of the long-range forecasting task which

are expressed in Mean Absolute Percentage Deviation (MAPD). Data

6 is employed to set up Table 3--Summarized Data (for average of

MAPD of the long-range forecasting task)--for the purpose of drawing

a histogram graph of display and background conditions. Data 7-10

are used to develop Table 4--Analysis of Variance (for MAPD of the

long-range forecasting task)--to investigate which condition is

statistically significant at the 10% level (See Appendix V ).

Table 1. Summarized Data (for average of MAPD for the short-range
forecasting task).

Condition MAPD

Display

Background

Table

Point Graph

Combinationon

Statistics

Non - statistics

1.28

1.08

1.05

0.93

1.33

This table will be used to plot the histogram graph of the

significant condition effect (See Figure 11).

This table shows that there are a number of differences in

the data and that some are big and some are small. This fact does

not tell which conditions should be trusted. Chapanis (3) recommends

Note: MAPD = Average of MAPD



Table 2. Analysis of Variance (for MAPD of the short-range forecasting task)

Source of Variation SS df MS F -Value

1. Background 4.34 1 4.34 4.34/0.59 = 7.36 +

2. Subj. w. groups 5.95 10 0.59 (error term)

3. Display 1.16 2 0.58 0.58/0.21 = 2.76 ++

4. Background * Display 0.16 2 0.08 0.08/0.21 = 0.38

5. Display '''.' Subj. w. groups 4.14 20 0.21 (error term)

6. Set 0.63 2 0.32 0.32/0.13 = 2.46

7. Background * Set 0.02 2 0.01 0.01/0.13 = 0.08

8. Set * Subj. w. groups 2.66 20 0.13 (error term)

9. Display ' Set 0.74 4 0.19 O. 19/0. 29 = 0.66

10. Background * Display * Set 0.22 4 0.06 0.06/0.29 = 0.21

11. Display * Set * Subj. w. 11.52 40 0.29 (error term)

+ p < . 025

++ p < . 10

Total 107

SS = Sum of Squares
df = degree of freedom
MS = Mean Square = SS/df
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that Analysis of Variance be set up to investigate which condition is

statistically significant at some percentages level.

No summarized data table about subjects exist in this experi-

ment since people differ significantly in thousands of experiments

according to Chapanis (3, p. 190). Neither will any summarized

data table about data set be used because it is not applicable to the

objectives of this experiment. The results of Adam and Ebert (1)

showed that the effects of data set or model are not statistically

significant for high noise -d = 37.5 and 61 of this SPF -2 -3. 3 design =
Adam," Ebert

100-at the 10% level.

Appendix V illustrates how to compute the sum of squares of

the conditions. The procedure to compute this is offered by Kirk (6).

Table 3. Summarized Data (for average of MAPD for the long-range
forecasting task).

Condition MAPD

Display

Background

T able 2.98

Point Graph 1.08

Combination 2.15

Statistics 2.08

Non - statistics 2.86

Note: MAPD = Average of MAPD



Table 4. Analysis of Variance (for MAPD of the long-range forecasting task)

Source of Variation SS df MS F-Value
1. Background 16. 35 1 16. 35 16. 35/3. 80 = 4. 30 ++

2. Subj. w. groups 37. 97 10 3. 80 (error term)

3. Display 14.05 2 7.03 7.03/2. 50 = 2. 81 ++

4. Background ,:c Display 2. 60 2 1. 30 1. 30/2. 50 = O. 52

5. Display * Subj. w. groups 50, 04 20 2. 50 (error term)

6. Set 0. 82 2 0.41 0.41/2. 48 = 0. 17
7. Background * Set 0. 11 2 0.06 0.06/2. 48 = 0.02
8. Set * Subj. w. groups 49.65 20 2.48 (error term)

9. Display * Set 11, 00 4 2. 75 2.75/2. 29 = 1. 20
10. Background * Display * Set 4. 49 4 1. 12 1. 12/2. 29 = 0.49
11. Display * Subj. w. groups 91. 65 40 1. 29 (error term)

Total 107

++ p <0, 10 SS = Sum of Squares
df = degree of freedom
MS = Mean Squares = SS/df
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Table 3 is used to plot the histogram graph of the significant

condition effect (See Figure 12).

The explanations of Table 3 are the same as those of Table

1.

Discussion

Short-Range Forecasting Task

The background effect is statistically significant at the 2. 5%

level for the short-range forecasting task. From Figure 11, it can

be easily seen that the average MAPD for the non-statistics back-

ground subjects is greater than that for statistics background group

by 0.40%. Therefore, it can be reasonably concluded that people

who have a statistical background will perform better in a short-

range forecasting task.

The display effect is statistically significant at the 10% level,

so it may be concluded that the display mode affected subject per-

formance. From Figure 11, table display gives the highest value

of average of MAPD, 1.28%; point graph, 1.08%; combination of

table and point graph display gives the lowest value of average of

MAPD, 1.05%. Therefore the combination of table and point graph

proves to be preferable.
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No interaction between background and display effects exists

statistically at the 10% significant level for the short-range fore-

casting task.

The set effect is not statistically significant at the 10% level.

This result agrees with that of Adam and Ebert (1) when high noise

( 6) of Adam and Ebert = 37.5; d of this experiment = 100) is

employed.

The interaction effect of (1) background and set, (2) display

and set, and (3) background and display and set is not statistically

significant at the 10% level.

Long-Range Forecasting Task

The background effect is statistically significant at the 10%

level for the long-range forecasting task. From Figure 12, the

average of MAPD for the statistics background subjects is less than

that for non-statistics background group by 0.78%. Therefore,, again

it can be reasonably concluded that people with a statistics background

will perform better in a long-range forecasting task.

The display effect is statistically significant at the 10% level,

so it may be concluded that the display mode affected subject per-

formance. From Figure 12, table display gives the highest value,

of the average of MAPD, 2.98%, point graph, 2. 30 %; combination

of table and point graph display gives the smallest value of the
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average of MAPD, 2.15%. Therefore, once again the combination

of table and point graph is superior.

No interaction between background and display effects exists

statistically at the 10% significant level for the long-range forecasting

task.

The set effect is not statistically significant at the 10% level.

This result can be reasonably considered as the extension of Adam

and Ebert's study (1) when high noise level is present.

The interaction effect of (1) background and set, (2) display

and set, and (3) background and display and set is not statistically

significant at the 10% level.
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V. CONCLUSION

Summary of Results

From statistical analysis of results, it can be concluded that:

1. Hypothesis 1 is rejected at the 2. 5% level; i. e. , displays

affect the short-range forecasting task;

2. Hypothesis 2 is rejected at 10% level; i.e., displays also

affect the long-range forecasting task.

From the above conclusions, it can be stated that the effects

of displays come into play on the forecasting tasks. This result

also can prove that equation 1 in Human Model is correct. Generally

and practically speaking on forecasting tasks, if a table display of

data is presented to forecasters they will become confused on both

single period and multiple period forecasting and will make a

relatively inaccurate forecast because they cannot easily get a nfeeln

for their data. If the point graph display is presented instead of

table, the people will get a rrfeelcr for their data easily and will

perform better on forecasting. This is the reason that engineers

and scientists frequently study graphs. Further investigation from

this research suggests that the combination of table and point graph

gives the most accurate results on both the short-range and long-range

forecasting tasks. This is because the forecasters become more
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confident and get a better ',feel!, for their data when the combination

of table and point graph is presented.

3. Hypothesis 3 and 4 are rejected at the 10% level of

statistical significance. The effect of background (statistics and

non-statistics) is statistically significant at the 10% level. People

with statistical background will, perform better on both of the single

period and multiple period forecasting task than those without

statistical background. This result agrees with the following state-

ments.

Many companies cannot afford a staff of forecasting specialists.

Although production planning may be under the auspices of a single

man, he is still expected to provide appropriate forecasts. To

fulfill his responsibilities, he should be familiar with available

statistics according to Riggs (16, p. 43). Also he should be able to

analyze and interpret statistical measures, and have a thorough

knowledge of internal and external aspects of his operations. Also

the results of Peterson and Beach (4) illustrated that the statistical

man performed better than subjects in an inference task.

Suggested Research

Since general characteristics of human forecasts include the

non-normality of forecast errors as the results from Adam and Ebert's

study (1) demonstrated, further research in the forecasting area
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is warranted.

The results of Rouse and Enstrom (19) indicated that point

graph displays yielded significantly better estimates of standard

deviation than line graph displays. However, the results of

Schutz (20) illustrated that line graph displays give significantly

better estimates of the trend of data than vertical bar and horizontal

bar graph. From the results of this experiment research, the

combination of table and point graph yields the best performance

of both the short-range and long-range forecasting.

Which of the following displays will yield the best quality on

both of the single period and xnultiple period forecasting tasks?

(1) Line Graph

(2) Point Graph

(3) Combination of Table and Line Graph

(4) Combination of Table and Point Graph

The interested reader can make further investigation of the

above proposed displays to generalize the results. Finally Adam

and Ebert (1) believe that movement from the controlled conditions

of the behavioral laboratory and computer simulation into on-going

organizations with item forecasting problems would certainly improve

ones willingness to generalize these results.
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APPENDIX I

Data Generating Program

This is to provide the program for generating data used in this

experiment.

Program Tirakitti

C SIMULATION OF SINGLE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION

C WITH MEAN OF 0, SIGMA OF 100, AND SAMPLE SIZE

C OF 1000.

DIMENSION U(91), FU(91), T(11), Y(11), RN(1000)

DIMENSION RV(1000), NRV(91), Z(91)

PI = 4. *ATAN(1.)

H =810. /90.

U (1) = -405.

DO 1 I = 2, 91

1 U (I) = U(I-1)+H

C AT THIS POINT, WE HAVE GENERATED AN ARRAY

C OF 91 U VALUES IN INTERVAL OF9 FROM -405

C TO 405.

FU(1) = O. 0

D = H/10.

DO 3 J= 2, 91
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Appendix I (Continued)

T(1) = U(J-1)

DO 4 K = 2, 11

4 T(K) = T(K-1)+D

C WE HAVE NOW GENERATED AN ARRAY OF 11 T VALUES

C IN ONE OF THE 90 LARGER INTERVALS.

DO 5 L = 1,11

5 Y (L) =(1. /(SQRT(2. *PI)*100. ))*(EXP(-. 5*T(L)*T(L) /10000. ))

C WE HAVE EVALUATED THE DENSITY FUNCTION AT EACH

C OF 11 POINTS.

C THESE Y VALUES WILL NOW BE USED IN SIMPSON-S

C FORMULA FOR COMPUTING AREA,

SUM1 =0.0

SUM2 = 0.0

DO 6 I = 2, 10, 2

6 SUM1 = SUM1 + 4. *Y(I)

DO 7 I =3, 9, 2

7 SUM2 = SUM2 + 2.*Y (I)

AREA = D /3. *(Y (1)+SUM1+SUM2+Y (11))

3 FM") = FU(J-1)+ AREA

C TO THIS POINT, THE PROGRAM IS TO GENERATE

C CUMULATIVE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION ARRAY

C WITH MEAN = 0 AND SIGMA = 100.
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Appendix I (Continued)

IU = 8000000

DO 14 K = 1, 1000

RRAN =RANDOM(IU)

IRAN = RRAN*10000.

RAN = IRAN

14 RN(K) = RAN/ 10000.

C WE HAVE JUST GENERATED 1000 RANDOM NUMBERS.

DO 30 I = 1, 91

30 NRV(I) =0.0

DO 15 I- 1, 1000

DO 16 J= 1, 19

IF (RN(I). GT. FU(J)) GO TO 16

RV (I) = U(J)

NRV (J) = NRV (J)+1

GO TO 15

16 CONTINUE

15 CONTINUE

C WE HAVE GENERATED AND WRITTEN 1000 RANDOM

C VALUES OF THE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION.

Z(1) = 450.

Z(2) = 420.

PHEE = - 0. 53
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Appendix I (Continued)

THETA = 0. 40

DO 20 I = 1, 89

II = I+1

III = 1+2

Z = (1. +PHEE)*Z (II) -PHEE*Z(I)+NRV(III) -THE TA*NRV(II)

20 CONTINUE

DO 22 I= 1, 91

WRITE (61, 21) I, Z(I)

22 CONTINUE

21 FORMAT (2X, I3, F30. 0)

STOP

END
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APPENDIX II

3 Data Sets

Data Set 1:
Z(1) = 450
Z(2) = 420

Data
Z(1)
Z(2)

Z(t)

Data Set 3:
Z(1) = 300
Z(2) = 340

Set 2:
= 400
= 410

0 = -0.53 01 = -0.62 01 = -0.20

t
4

1
= 0.40

41 =0.60 8
1

= 0.70

1 450 400 300

2 420 410 340

3 444 410 337

4 441 417 343

5 448 414 342

456 425 351

7 460 424 353

8 474 438 364

9 480 438 368

10 490 447 374

11 492 444 374

12 502 454 380

13 509 457 387

14 509 454 382

15 526 471 396

16 523 463 394
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Appendix II (Continued)

t

Data Set 1:
Z(1) = 450
Z(2) = 420
0 = -0.53
4

1
= 0.40

Data Set 2:
Z(1) = 400
Z(2) = 410
0 = -O. 62

43
1

= 0.60

Data Set 3:
Z(1) = 300
Z(2) = 340
0

1
= -O. 20

8
1

=0.70
........

17 535 475 400

18 533 469 399

19 546 482 407

20 545 476 406

21 554 486 412

22 560 488 417

23 570 497 425

24 572 494 424

25 583 505 432

26 593 511 441

27 589 504 434

28 611 526 452

29 608 516 449

30 624 533 459

31 622 524 457

32 636 540 466

33 630 536 468

34 643 541 468
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Appendix II (Continued)

Data Set 1: Data Set 2: Data Set 3:
Z(1) = 450 Z(1) = 400 Z(1) = 300
Z(2) = 420 Z(2) = 410 Z(2) = 340
0

1
= -0.53 0

1
= -0.62 01 = -0.20

t 0
1 =0.4Q 01 = 0.60 4)-1 = 0.70

35 662 557 486

36 654 544 477

37 667 558 483



Z (t )

650

600

550

500

450

400

350

300

250

200

150

100

50

APPENDIX III

Line Gra h Dis slay of Three Data Sets

5 10 1-5 20 25 30
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APPENDIX IV

Form Used for Collecting Data
and Calculatin

School Year:

School/Department:

Statistic Courses Taken:

Forecasting Experience: Yes or No

Actual Z t
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

predict Z (t + 1)
AD =

APD =
MAPD =

Note:

Z (t + 5)
AD =

APD =
MAPD =

11 12 13, 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

..scaewparmatassossorsommarmila.a..r. ....11126

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

AD = Absolute Deviation = IF-Al
F =Forecast Value
A = Actual Value

APD = Absolute Percentage Deviation=

10
(APD).

MAPD = 1
10

A
x 100 %.
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APPENDIX V

Computation of Sum of Squares

Data 1

Table

Nonstat. Stat.

Point Graph

Nonstat. Stat.

Combination of

Table and Point Graph

Nonstat. Stat.

Set 1

Set 2

Set 3

3.16

0.67

0.87

3.40

0.93

1.00

1.37

1.62

1.01

1.39

1.48

1.80

0.92

0.92

1.00

1.49

1.06

0.60

1.14

1.18

1.00

0.86

1.22

1.17

0.66

2.08

0.99

1.50

1.15

1.06

0.86

1.18

1.35

2.22

1.07

1.36

0.72

1.02

1.07

1.30

0.97

0.59

0.78

0.50

1.24

1.23

1.00

0.88

0.68

1.14

0.96

1.23

0.73

1.67

0.91

3.68

0.69

1.39

1.24

1.29

0.58

0.68

0.82

0.68

0.72

0.98

0.67

1.27

0.87

1.11

1.49

0.96

0.81 0.69 1.05 0.44 0.89 0.82

3.00 1.45 1.31 0.85 1.16 0.35

0.74 1.10 1.11 1.85 0.74 0.97

2.18 1.15 1.64 0.89 1.27 0.78

1.00 0.91 0.58 0.78 0.86 0.63

0.98 0.75 1.00 0.56 1.89 0.69

Sum 27.41 18.61 22.17 16.67 22.42 15.07

Average 1.52 1.03 1.23 0.93 1.25 0.84

Note: The values here are expressed in Mean Absolute Percentage Deviation (MA PD) in the short-range [Z(t+1)] forecasting tasks.



Data 2

Background Subjects

Table Point Graph

Combination of

Table and Point Graph

Sum
(Sum)2

Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 9

A 3.16 1.37 0.81 0.66 0.86 1.05 0.68 0.91 0.89 10.39 11.99

B 0.67 1.62 3.00 2.08 1.18 1.31 1.14 3.68 1.16 15.84 27.88

C 0.87 1.01 0.74 0.99 1.35 1.11 0.96 0.69 0.74 8.46 7.95
Nonstat.

D 3.40 1.39 2.18 1.50 2.22 1.64 1.23 1.39 1.27 16.22 29.23

E 0.93 1.48 1.00 1.15 1.07 0.58 0.73 1.24 0.86 9.04 9.08

F 1.00 1.80 0.98 1.06 1.36 1.00 1.67 1.29 1.89 12.05 16.13

M 0.92 1.14 0.69 0.72 0.78 0.44 0.58 0.67 0.82 6.76 5.08

N 0.92 1.18 1.45 1.02 0.50 0.85 0.68 1.27 0.35 8.22 7.51

0 1.00 1.00 1.10 1.07 1.24 1.85 0.82 0.87 0.97 9.92 10.93
Stat.

P 1.49 0.86 1.15 1.30 1.23 0.89 0.68 1.11 0.78 9.49 10.01

Q 1.06 1.22 0.91 0.97 1.00 0.78 0.72 1.49 0.63 8.78 8.57

R 0.60 1.17 0.75 0.59 0.88 0.56 0.98 0.96 0.69 7.18 5.73

Sum 122.35 150.09

Sum (V1)2 31.01 20.17 23.42 16.12 17.56 14.13 10.93 27.17 11.83

Sum [S 02] = 171.34

Note: Vi = each number in Data 2, for example, 3.16, 0.67, 0,87, etc. The values here are expressed in Mean Absolute Percentage Deviation

(MA PD) in the short-range [Z(t+1)] forecasting tasks.



n= 6

Data 3

nr = 18
Sum

2

54
T PG C

S1 S2 S3 S1 S2 S3 S1 S2 S3 T PG C

Nst. 10. 03 8.67 8.71 7.44 8.04 6.69 6.41 9.20 6..81 Nst. 27.41 22.17 22.42 72.00 96.00

St. 5.99 6.57 6.05 5.67 S. 63 5.37 4.46 6. 37 4.24 St. 18.61 16.67 15.07 50.35 46.95

Sum (Y02 136.48 118.33 112.47 87.50 96.34 73.59 60.98 125.22 64.35 Sum 46.02 38.84 37.49 Sum 142.95

.[Sum [Sum (Y021} /6 = 145.88 (Sum)2/36 58. 83 41 . 90 '39.04 139.77
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Data 3 (Continued)

nq = 18 np = 12
S1 S2 S3 S1 S2 S3

Nst. 23. 88 25.91 22.21 T 16.02 15.24 14.76
St. 16. 12 18.57 15.66 PG 13. 11 13.67 12.06
Sum 40.00 44.48 37.87 C 10.87 15.57 11.05

( Sum )2 /36 44.:44 54.96 39. 84 139.2 otal
Sum( 546.67 661.55 485.40

.[Sum (ium(wi)2 r /12 = 141. 14

r= 3
T PG C Si S2 S3

A 5.34 2.57 2.48 A 4.50 3.14 2.75
B 5.29 4.57 5.98 B 3.89 6, 48 5.47

Nst. C 2.62 3.45 2.39 C 2.82 3. OS 2.59
D 6.97 5.36 3.89 D 6.13 5.00 5.09
E 3.41 2.80 2.83 E 2.81 3.79 2.44
F 3. 78 3.42 4.85 F 3.73 4.45 3.87
M 2.75 1.94 2.07 M 2.22 2.59 1.95
N 3.55 2.37 2.30 N 2.62 2.95 2.65

St. 0 3.10 4.16 2.66 0 2. 89 3.11 3.92
P 3.50 3.42 2.57 P 3.47 3.20 2.82
Q 3.19 2.75 2.84 Q 2.7S 3.71 2.32
R 2.52 2.03 2.63 R 2.17 3.01 2.00

Sum(U1)2 196.41 137. 72 132. 52 Sum(ti)2 147. 18 178.47 134.55

{Sum (Sum(u09.}13 = 155.55 {Sum &um(ti)2)1 /3 = 153.40

Y., w., t. = each number corresponds to each table.
1 1 1 1

T = Table
PG = Point Graph

C = Combination of Table and Point Graph
S = Set

Nst = Non-statistics
St = Statistics
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Data 4

ABCS

X

= 171.34

(122. 35)2
= 138. 61(3)(3)(12)

AS = 150.09

A = 142. 95

B = 139. 77

AB (27. 41)2 (18. 61)2 (22. 17)2 (16. 67)2 (22. 42)2 (15. 07)2
18 18 18 18 18 18

AB = 144. 27

ABS = 155.55

C = 139. 24

AC (23. 88)2 (25. 91)2
+ +

(15. 66)2
18 18 18

AC = 143. 60

ACS = 153.40

BC = 141. 14

ABC = 145.88

SSBackground -7 A - X = 4. 34

SSSubj. w. groups = AS - A = 5. 95

SSDisplay = B - X = h 16

SSBackground*Display = AB - A - B + X = 0. 16

SSDisplay*Subj. w. groups

SSSet

= ABS - AB - AS + A = 4. 14

=C - X = 0. 63



Data 4 (Continued)

SS

SSSet*Subj. w. groups

=AC -A -C+X= 0.02

= ACS - AC - AS + A = 2. 66
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SSDisplay*Set

Data 5

= BC -B - C + X = 0.74

SS = ABC - AB - AC - BC + A + B + CBackground*Display*Set - X = 0.22

SS = ABCS - ABC - ABS - ACS + AB + ACDisplay*Set*Subj. w. groups + AS - A = 11.52

Note: A = Background Condition

B = Display Condition

C = Set Condition

S = Subject

SS = Sum of Square

X
Squares of Sum of overall data 2

Total trials (=3x3x12 = 108)

= interaction of two or more conditions

Subj. w. groups = Subjects within groups



Data 6

Combination of

Table Point Graph Table and Point Graph

Nonstat. Stat. Nonstat. Stat. Nonstat. Stat.

Set 1

Set 2

6.86

2.94

2.41

3.94

3.16

2.79

4.37

1.93

4.57

2.06

1.93

1.75

4.66

3.30

1.47

4.33

1.47

0.82

1.17

4.08

0.78

2.81

1.56

1.72

3.24 1.19

8.57 2.09

Set3
4.77 7.24

3.95 2.46

2.46 1.48

1.24 1.53

Sum 62.94 44.16

Average 3.50 2.46

0.84

3.66

1.91

3.33

2.25

2.53

1.86

1.55

1.84

11.87

1.46

2.18

1.46

1.42

3.94

3.19

1.70

2.84

49.83

2.12

1.47

1.77

2.01

1.22

1.04

0.91

1.98

0.91

2.44

2.72

1.19

1.55

3.10

3.20

2.36

1.79

0.99

32.77

2.77 1.82

1.97

1.49

2.87

1.69

1.69

2.39

1.52

2.45

4.01

4.31

1.90

1.53

1.90

1.38

3.87

2.72

2.26

1.78

41.73

1.41

2.00

1.40

1.36

1.72

2.28

1.41

2.65

2.17

5.15

1.55

2.43

2.45

2.02

1.13

1.58

1.64

1.19

35.54

2.32 1.97

Note: The values here are expressed in Mean Absolute Percentage Deviation (MAPD) in the long-range [Z(t+5)] forecasting tasks.



Data 7

Background Subjects
Table Point Graph

Combination of
Table and Point Graph

Sum
Sum

Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 9

A 6.86 4.37 3.24 0.84 1.86 1.46 1.97 1.52 1.90 24.02 64.11
B 2.94 1.93 8.57 3.66 1.55 1.42 1.49 2.45 1.38 25.39 71.63
C 2.41 4.57 4.77 1.91 1.84 3.94 2.87 4.01 3.87 30.19 101.27

Nonstatistics
D 3.94 2.06 3.95 3.33 11.87 3.19 1.69 4.31 2.72 37.06 152.60
E 3.16 1.93 2.46 2.25 1.46 1.70 1.69 1.90 2.26 18.81 39.31
F 2.79 1.75 1.24 2.53 2.18 2.84 2.39 1.53 1.78 19.03 40.24

M 4.66 1.17 1.19 2.12 0.91 1.55 1.41 1.41 2.45 16.87 31.62
N 3.30 4.08 2.09 1.47 1.98 3.10 2.00 2.65 2.02 22.69 57.20

Statistics 0 1.47 0.78 7.24 1.77 0.91 3.20 1.40 2.17 1.13 20.07 44.76
P 4.33 2.81 2.46 2.01 2.44 2.36 1.36 5.15 1.58 24.50 66.69
Q 1.47 1.56 1.48 1.22 2.72 1.79 1.72 1.55 1.64 15.15 25.50
R 0.82 1.72 1.53 1.04 1.19 0.99 2.28 2.43 1.19 13.19 19.33

Sum 266.97 714.26

Sum (v1)2 151.15 86.65 198.67 56.70 177.37 72.81 43.72 97.47 54.13

Sum [Sum (vi)2 = 938.67

Note: v. = Each number in Data 7, for example, 6.86, 2.94, 2.41, etc. The values here are expressed in Mean Absolute Percentage Deviation
(MAPD) in the long-range [Z(t+5)] forecasting tasks.



Data 8

n=6
nr = 18

Sum

2Caual.
54

T PG

S1 S2 S3 S1 S2 S3 S1 S2 S3 T PG C

Nst. 22.10 16.61 24.23 14.52 20.76 14.55 12.10 15.72 13.91 Nst. 62.94 49.83 41.73 154.50 442.04

St. 16.05 12.12 15.99 9.63 10.15 12.99 10.17 15.36 10.01 St. 44.16 32.77 35.54 112.47 234.25

Sum (Yi)2 746.01 422. 79 842.77 303. 57 534.00 380.44 249. 84 483. 05 293.69 Sum 107. 10 82.60 77.27 Sum 676.29

[Sum(Yi)2)) /6 = 709.36 ( Sun-)2/36 318.62 189.52 165.99 673.99
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Data 8 (Continued)

no = 18

T
PG

C

np = 12

S1 S2 S3 Si S2 S3

Nst.
St.

48. 72
35. 85

53. 09
37. 63

52. 69
38.99

38.15
24.15
22.27

28.73
30.91
31.08

40.22
27.54
23.92Sum

( Sum )2/36
84.57

198.67
90.72

228.61
91.68

233.48
otal

Sum( wi)
2

2534. 60 2746.81 2948.27

[Sum CSum(wi)2)1 /12 = 685.81

r = 3
T PG C 51 S2 S3

A 14.47 4.16 5.39 A 9.67 7.75 6.60
B 13.44 6.63 5.32 B 8.09 5.93 11.37
C 11.75 7.69 10.75 Nst. C 7. 19 10.42 12.58

Nst.
D 9.95 18.39 8.72 ID 8.96 18.24 9.86
E 7.55 5.41 5.85 E 7.10 5.29 6.42
F 5.78 7.55 5.70 F 7.71 5.46 5.86
M 7.02. 4.58 5.27 M 8.19 3.49 5.19
N 9.47 6.55 6.67 N 6.77 8.71 7.21

0 9.49 5.88 4.70 St. 0 4.64 3.86 11.57
St.

P 9.60 6. 81 8. 09 P 7. 70 10.40 6. 40

Q 4.51 5.73 4.91 Q 4.41 5.83 4.91
R 4.07 3.22 5.90 R 4.14 5.34 3.71

Sum( Ui)2 1075.581l 732.89 534.39 Surn(ti! 631. 11 867. 91 795. 49

tSum(Sum(Ui)2) /3 = 780.95 turn (Sum(ti)2) j /3 = 764. 84

Y., vv., U., t. = each number corresponds to each table.
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Data 9

ABCS

X

AS

A

B

AB

= 938. 67

(266. 97)2 659.94

(44. 16)2 (32. 77)2

(3)(3)(12)

= 714. 26

= 676.29

= 673.99

(62. 94)2 (49. 83)2 (41. 73)2
18 + 18 18

(31853)2 = 692.94

18 18

ABS

C

AC

=

=

=

780. 95

660.76

(48. 72)2 +(53.09)209)2
18

+
(38. 99)2

18
+

18

AC = 677. 22

ACS = 764. 84

BC = 685. 81

ABC = 709.36

SSBackground A - X = 16. 35

SSSubj. w. groups = AS - A = 37. 97

SSDisplay = B - X = 14. 05
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Data 9 (Continued)

SSBackground = AB - A - B + X = 2. 60*Display

SSDisplay*Subj. w. groups = ABS - AB - AS + A = 50. 04

SSSet = C - X = O. 82

SSBackground*Set = AC - A - C + X = 0. 11
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Data 10

SS = ACS - AC - AS + A = 49. 65Set *Subj. w. groups

SSDis play* Set =BC -B-C+X= 11.00

SSBackground*Display*Set = ABC - AB - AC -,BC + A + B + C
-X = 4.49

SSDisplay*Subj. w. groups = ABCS - ABC - ABS - ACS + AB
+ AC + AS - A = 91. 65

Note: A = Background Condition

B = Display Condition

C = Set Condition

S = Subject

SS = Sum of Square

Squares of sum of overall data 7
total trials (= 3x3x12 = 108)X

= interaction of two or more conditions

Subj. w. groups = Subjects within groups


